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MetaTrads trading market is positioned at the
binance (BSC) of NFT track. Sellers display NFT
card assets on the platform and can choose to
sell them at a Xxed price or in a live auction.
Buyers pay according to the actual situation
and transfer the assets aber the payment is
completed.

Space shipping

Before an auction of MetaTrads, sellers can set

410
USDT

Tran Mau Tri Tam

a reserve price and a time limit, and buyers
must bid above the reserve price. Within a
limited time, the highest bidder will get the
crypto assets auctioned by the seller.

New

Single

Place a bid

Hot bids

Multiple

Multiple wallets
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Products sold on MetaTrads can also be sold
in combination, as well as individually. Take
game NFT as an example: Selling bundles can
be di@erent items in the same game, or
assets in di@erent games.

A"B+"(#)
3$(#-*5
The platform creates a direct channel for
developers to realize their thinking talent
according to the adaptability of
applications. Taking games as an example,
players can publish request
advertisements on the port, invite or
convene NFTs they want according to their
own needs, and get the corresponding
commission reward aber completion.

Bids

Ending in
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Purchase

Highest bid

410 USDT
Place a bid

Whether you want to trade NFT on MetaTrads or invest $MT, it is
important to read this document carefully. This will help you understand
not only the relationship between MetaTrads, NFT and $MT, how
MetaTrads play, but also what we are trying to do.

POPULAR ON MARKETPLACE

NFT Cards
MetaTrads fully retains the emotional value of the
platform's NFT. The oUcial NFT launched by MetaTrads
not only has the global limited MetaTrads NFT identity
rights, but also adds many Xnancial attributes, making
the platform's NFT economy develop to a new height.

The gradients
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MetaTrads NFT cards are created by a number of artists. Each card has a unique global number and is divided into 1,
2, 3, 4 and 5 stars according to the rarity of the card, and 2-5 star NFT cards are created through synthesis. The
rarity setting is based on open mathematical expectations and veriXable contract codes. The higher the level, the
higher the rarity, the lower the quantity, and the higher the return of trading mining.
When MetaTrads activates the synthesis mechanism, users will be promoted to compose advanced NFT cards, and
the original cards will be destroyed, so there will be fewer and fewer NFT cards in circulation, and the scarcity and
value of NFT cards will always be protected.

Rights Of NFT Cards
Trading fee Bonus
MetaTrads has launched a dividend program
that will allocate 85% of trading fee revenue to
NFT cardholders and platform promoters.
For example, according to Dune Analytics, As of
September 6, 2021, OpenSea had accumulated
$5.29 billion in transaction volume and earned
$348 million in trading fees through the
platform.

Mining Rewards
MetaTrads' oUcial NFT card has mining
attributes, which can be traded mining and
liquidity mining. MetaTrads mines the
initial governance token $MT by trading
NFT cards. In the beginning, $MT provides
liquidity for NFT cards. In the future, as the
platform matures, $MT will be entrusted
with more important missions and users
will gain more rights and interests
protection.

Identity BeneXts
MetaTrads has launched a gamiXed team
system, where nearly half of the trading fee
revenue is feedback back to the promoters
who gain early identiXcation in an
interesting way, boosting the platform.

Development Dividend
With the continuous development and progress of
technology and cognition, MetaTrads is exploring
far more than this. We believe that more potential
Xelds and ecosystems will be tapped.
More card rights await...

For MetaTrads NFT collectors, they are equivalently early investors who can enjoy the longterm value of MetaTrads NFT while enjoying the platform.

MetaTrads Vision
MetaTrads aims to build an NFT asset trading platform with sound
underlying technology, convenient circulation mode, personalized
ownership, and issue an open and transparent development of a
community NFT asset trading platform. By participating in MetaTrads
mining deals and facilitating the value ]ow of NFT works, you can vote on
how the NFT world works through DAO. All of this will change NFT's
trading model and propel MetaTrads to become a globally recognized NFT
trading platform. There are good reasons for NFT's explosive growth, and
that's what MetaTrads wants to achieve in the future.

METATRADS.IO

Read The Tip
We will take care of everything else

“
The document answers in detail several of the most important questions that community members
are currently asking and how MetaTrads works. We welcome anyone to ask us any questions
(including queries) at any time, but we will focus on answering those questions that we think make
sense and will never answer questions related to NFT and $MT prices.
This ]ybook deals with technical topics that may be diUcult for the average user to understand, so
we strongly recommend that you read it several times if you are interested in what we are doing.
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